BILLY BINDLEY’S BANNER BULLETIN!
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INSPIRATION Look & learn

There are many incredible banners and banner makers out in the
world so, to start, let’s take a look.
On my walks out and about I’ve spotted loads from people’s windows
so keep your eyes peeled and snap some pics. Otherwise, have a look
online or dig through some books.
From my shelves I’d recommend:
• The Graphic World of Paul Peter Piech by Zoe Whitle
• Beauty is in the Street, A Visual Record of the May ’68 Paris 		
Uprising by Johan Kugelberg with Philippe Vermés
• In Loving Memory of Work: A Visual Record of the UK Miners’ 		
Strike 1984-1985 by Craig Oldham
• Joy in People by Jeremy Deller
• Online check out (@ = instagram): marchingcolours.co.uk /		
edhallbanners.co.uk / jamieholman.com / asafoflags.com /
@taracollette / @ellenevansdesign / @corbinshaww /
@megwoods_ / @alicegabb
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SOURCE MATERIALS Colour & texture
What do you have access to? Paper, pens,
paint, glue, scissors, string and anything
else that wouldn’t look out of place on an
arts and crafts table in a primary school...
Getting to a fabric store is a little tricky
right now (for when it’s not I recommend
Shepherd’s Bush Market and Dalston Fabric
Mill on Ridley Road), until then see what you
can find at home: bed sheets, pillow cases,
clothes, jay cloths. All useful! Also source
people - many hands make light work.
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DRAFT Writing & Drawing

What do you want your banner to say? If you’re stuck think about
two big questions:
•
•

What do you want to celebrate? E.g. The NHS
What are you angry about? E.g. The underfunding of the NHS

Write everything down! No bad answers. Try to come up with 20
responses to each. Don’t be precious - get stream of consciousness
all up on this.
Once you’ve got a message you’re happy with think how best to realise
this. Text is important but imagery can really bring things to life! Lots
of images act as metaphors: shaking hands to show unity, beehives to
show cooperation etc. Could you use these? Or create your own?
A BRIEF INTERLUDE FROM BILLY BINDLEY’S PAL SOPHIE (@gillersophie)
ON HOW SHE SOURCES MATERIALS
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“Denim jeans from my whole family which are full of marks or holes but there’s always some bits with more
character, and some areas on the leg that haven’t been as worn if you want a cleaner look. Teatowels,
cloths, bath & hand towels & flannels seem to get worn and replaced often so they all get given to me
 they have great texture to them and sometimes lovely colours and patterns. I’ve got bags from
people generally throwing away underwear like old socks, pants, bras, vest and then outerwear
like shirts, jumpers, tshirts and coats. Shirts and T-shirt’s wear through really quickly but usually
have really big surface areas if you want to unpick them and lay them flat - you have loads of fabric
to use there  old pillow and sheets have even more surface area and so many ppl replace them
often and they’re easy to dye with even cheap Dylon dyes if you want to alter them! Moth eaten
gloves, scarves and hats come my way a lot as well and I cut out the holes or patchwork and fix
them with other fabrics and re-use the unaffected bits. Pyjamas also wear through I get given those
lots, and casual wear like jogging bottoms, and then also things like tablecloths or curtains  I
guess I do the same sort of thing with each thing, ie cut it up and try to make some kind of sculpture or
installation work but I also really believe in maintaining and fixing and reworking things which I also do as
much as poss instead of buying new ”

SOPHIE ALSO POINTS US TOWARDS MIERLE UKELES’S MAINTENANCE ART MANIFESTO “THAT’S ALL ABOUT
FEMINIST CREATIVE WORK IN THE HOME AND LOOKING AFTER STUFF” - RECOMMENDED READING IF YOU WISH
TO DELVE DEEPER!
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PLAN Location & audience

•
•
•

Where will your banner go?
Who will see it?
Where will they see it from?

Answering these questions helps us know: how big it should be, if
it needs to be waterproof, what the appropriate message is for our
audience and size of the information so that people can read it easily.
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DECISION TIME Preventing future mistakes!
HANG—how will it be supported when it’s up?
•
loops?
•
a channel along the top for rope?
•
ties in the corners?
•
holes to put rope through?
•
drape?
•
trap? (in the window sill for instance)
•
hold? (snap a pic of you with it!)

COLOURS—what colours can you create with
the materials you have? Colours also have
connotations. The suffragettes used green,
white, and violet, which stood, respectively, for hope, purity, loyalty
and dignity (some also say it stood for Give Women Votes!). Have a
look online to see what the colours you have could mean.
LAYERING—it’s best to imagine the banner as layers working from
the back upwards. The background should be made with the hang in
mind (do you need to include a bit extra for the channel on top for
instance?). Then build up each element on top of that (if you’re making
something like a globe then plan for the sea to be one complete piece
and for the land to go on top of that rather than having to jigsaw the
pieces together).
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MEASURE Measure twice, cut once
How big is your background material?
Know your limitations and work in from that.
You might want to make paper templates to
make sure it all fits together before cutting.
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CUT The fun begins
I like to use bondaweb, but it’s not very
common and is quite expensive! If you are
using some now is the time to apply it to the
back of your elements. Do this before cutting
as it means lining up your edges a lot easier.
If you’re not, don’t worry its non essential.
Begin to cut out your material! Fabric scissors
are great but regular scissors will do the job.
If you don’t have that to hand then get tearing!
You’ll get some cool edges which’ll look great.
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PASTE & DECORATE It’s coming together!
Stick your elements down, in the order you
planned at stage 5. Use what’s best for your
materials but PVA, fabric glue, pritt stick,
iron on adhesives, tape, sewing are all good!
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SECURE Together it is stronger
Leave all your glue to dry before exposing
to the elements. You might want to go over
anything glued down on a sewing machine
or by hand. This will give it a much longer
life span.
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HANG Fly the flag!
Put it up in the place you decided at stage 4.
Go and have a look from where it’s most likely
to be seen to make sure all is well. Take a pic,
show your friends!

Hey, great banner! It looks fantastic.
Give yourself a pat on the back and
keep fighting the good fight!
Billy B x
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